®

in Erlenhof Park

MUNICH-UNTERHACHING

How to reach us:
BY MOTOR CAR
1. Drive along the A8 coming from Stuttgart, along the A96
coming from Lindau or along the A95 coming from Garmisch via
the Mittlerer Ring Süd (middle ring road south) until MunichGiesing and then continue on to the A995 towards Salzburg, up to
the Taufkirchen exit (2nd exit coming from Munich). Follow the
course of the road by turning left at the first roundabout and then
turning right at the next roundabout. Drive straight on through
the business park and follow the course of the road by turning
right into Grimmerweg and then left into Inselkammerstraße after
about 30 metres (33 yards). You will see our hotel situated next
to the Erlenhof Park roundabout.
2. Drive along the A9 coming from Nuremberg or from Munich
Airport (with the A92 on to the A9), at the München-Nord motorway
(Munich north) intersection on the A99 towards Salzburg and at the
München-Süd motorway (Munich south) intersection on the A995
towards Munich-Giesing/Garmisch, up to the Taufkirchen exit.*
3. Drive along the A94 coming from Passau at the München-Ost
motorway (Munich east) intersection on to the A99 towards
Salzburg and at the München-Süd motorway (Munich south)
intersection on the A995 towards Munich-Giesing/Garmisch, up to
the Taufkirchen exit.*
4. Drive along the A8 coming from Salzburg at the München-Süd
motorway (Munich south) intersection on the A995 towards
Munich-Giesing/Garmisch, up to the Taufkirchen exit.*
5. At the 1st and 2nd roundabouts, drive straight on through the
business park. Follow the course of the road by turning right into
Grimmerweg and then left into Inselkammerstraße after about 30
metres (33 yards). You will see our hotel situated next to the
Erlenhof Park roundabout.
*) Please do not use the Oberhaching/Taufkirchen-Süd (Taufkirchen
south) exit.
BY TRAIN
From Munich’s main railway station with the S5 train along the SBahn (suburban railway) towards Holzkirchen, up to Taufkirchen
station (the travelling time is approximately 20 minutes and there is
a train every 10 minutes during the day). Our hotel can be reached
after walking for about 8 minutes from Taufkirchen station.
BY AIRCRAFT
From Munich Airport with the S8 train along the S-Bahn (suburban
railway), up to the Ostbahnhof (Munich east railway station) (the
travelling time is approximately 30 minutes and there is a train
every 10 minutes) and from there onwards with the S5 train
towards Holzkirchen, up to Taufkirchen station.
You can reach our hotel in approximately 40 minutes by car from
Munich Airport (as described above).
You can reach Munich’s city centre from our hotel in approximately
25 minutes, either with the suburban railway or by motor car. You
can reach the exhibition centre at Neue Messe München in approximately 20 minutes by car.
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The Erlenhof Park
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Main entrance and the Holiday Inn hotel’s entrance
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Entrance to Congress Centre I
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Entrance to Congress Centre II
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Entrance to the underground garage (120 parking spaces)
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Open-air car park with 150 parking spaces
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